
Carrier Tip of the Month 

 

Would I Lie to You? 
 
By Susan Lewis, Executive Vice President Branch 3, Buffalo /  Western New York  
  
It’s been said that one of the three biggest lies is, “The check is in the mail.” One of the other two is not suitable 

for print in this paper. (If you don’t know, either a) you currently reside under a rock or b) you were raised in a 

monastery. Google it.) The worst part of believing a lie for too long is when the truth comes out, it’s going to 

smack you in the face, so to speak. You will be fed lies on a regular basis throughout your postal career and 

you’re going to swallow a few of them. But, I’d like to spare you some of the bad taste, so here’s a quick guide 

to management’s biggest lies. 

  

1. All routes are eight hour routes.  

New employees are most susceptible to believing this, for about two weeks or until they’ve been thrown into 

three different routes. First of all, no route is eight hours the first time you carry it, even if you’ve carried mail 

for twenty years. Carriers must be given a reasonable amount of time to learn a route. That applies to CCAs as 

well as seasoned veterans. If you don’t believe me, watch a utility carrier. The day he or she offers to switch out 

of a route for you is the day they’re assigned to a pig route.  

 

2. You only have five minutes of PM office time.  

This is one of the most frequently told lies. The truth is, some, if not all supervisors believe it. This lie has 

spread like an internet hoax; one dumbass tells another dumbass, and he tells another until all the dumbasses 

have heard it and decided by consensus that it must be true. It’s not.  

The M41, City Delivery Carriers Duties and Responsibilities, spells out what MUST be done upon your return 

to the office: 

Disposition of collected mail, clearance of accountable items, processing of undelivered mail, 

answering of official communications.  

     The first one is easy; cull and dump your outgoing mail. 

     Clearance of accountable items is a little bit trickier. In order to be cleared of your keys and accountable 

mail, there needs to be a second person involved and you’ll probably have to play hide and seek to find one. 

Dropping your keys in the accountable room is not good enough. If your keys end up missing, you will be 

blamed unless a clerk has certified, in writing, that you returned them. If a certified letter gets misplaced or 

money from a COD goes missing, you are responsible until you are officially cleared of that responsibility by a 

clerk. Don’t put yourself in that situation.  

     Processing undelivered mail means that anything and everything that you bring back from the street must be 

taken care of before you leave.  It’s today’s work, not tomorrow’s. It’s not to be ‘saved for the regular’, that 

only delays the service that we provide.  

     Lastly, answer official communications: this is the time it takes to answer when the supervisor asks, “What’s 

taking so long?”  Fill them in on what your PM duties consist of and then you’ll both know. And, maybe we can 

finally say so long to this big lie.  

 

3. You’re showing an hour of under time.  

This is the epic lie. Under time is not determined by DOIS but even if it was, what are the odds that every 

carrier is ‘showing’ the same amount of time, and it always being a nice round number? You have better odds 

of being struck by lightning, twice, while scratching a million dollar winning lottery ticket, at the exact moment 

that your spouse says, “Of course you’re right, Dear.” And you look up to see pigs flying through the air. Even 



less likely is that all regular carriers all show a half hour of under time while CCAs all have an hour. Evaluate 

your workload and inform management via a 3996, the estimated time it will take you to complete all the work 

assigned to you for the day. Do not let this lie fluster you. Do not work unsafely or haphazardly in trying to 

make this lie a truth.  

 

Those are the top three but there are plenty of others... 

You can carry a fourth bundle on a park and loop as long as one is a flat and the other is letter 

size.  
Nope. The limit is three bundles. Always. 

I don’t have to let you see your steward.  

Yes. Yes you do. And, it has to be within the tour of duty. That means if you ask today, you should see your 

steward today.  

I know you have an eight hour restriction but it’s ok to work overtime as long as it’s less than a 

half hour. 

No. Just no.  I’ve never met a supervisor with a medical degree and neither have you. Believe the person whose 

student loans your medical insurance is paying off. If your doctor says you can only work eight hours, only 

work eight hours. 

You’ll have to finish the route yourself; we don’t have anyone to help you. 

It’s really pretty amazing that when you inform them that your workload will put you out past their random cut-

off time, help is miraculously found.  

DOIS projects for skips on the street. 

It doesn’t. This is even harder to swallow when you finally get a look at your DPS and find a full coverage 

mailing or you have a third bundle.  

 

Armed with this handy guide, you can let management worry about their numbers instead of taking on that 

burden. Then, you can tell yourself what is said to be the second biggest lie and make it true.  

Stress?  “I gave at the office.” 

Have a safe and enjoyable summer.  
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